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Research Questions
What are the basic change capabilities being utilized to implement change?  
Where does the strategic direction come from? 
What is corporate intent for the resultant cost savings?  
What are the respective strengths and limits of each?
What is the current enterprise orientation and strategy towards lean transformation?
How does both the enterprise organizational structure and command linkage either enable or slow progress? 
What lean initiatives are the enterprises pursuing and how are they aligned?  
How did they originate? 
How does source of origination source affect sustaining momentum?
What learning processes and programs are employed?  
Which enable personal growth/development?  






































-Site Visit #1 (TBD)
-Site Visit #2 (TBD)
-Site Visit #3 (TBD)
-Site Visit #4 (TBD)




















Describe the USAF's and USN's enterprise-level lean programs and the 
ways in which each contribute to local results in a field case setting.
Outcomes:
1)  Comparison of the overall enterprise programs, including each 
program's role in achieving local results
2)  Proposal of how lean enterprise approaches apply and could be 
improved for DoD settings based upon literature from industry 
applications
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Capabilities & Precepts for Enterprise Change
Basic Change Capabilities







Commitment to personnel development 
Growth through acquisitions or alliances
Distributing Leadership Practices
Systems orientation
Active in alignment of initiatives
Orientation to customer value
Guidance for bridging boundaries






Installing sets of org. innovations
Multiple initiatives
Consistency and sequencing of initiatives
Continuity of initiatives & leadership
Systems of practice orientation
Rethinking Org. Boundaries
Enterprise-level strategy 
Enterprise-level collaboration mechanisms 
Enterprise-level org. structure 
Enterprise-level activities
Source:  Roth; “Succeeding along the value stream:
Five precepts for architecting and orchestrating lean enterprise change”
